PYLAM PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
Providing Color To The World.

Pylam Products is dedicated to delivering the right dye
product for the right application - on time, every time.
Each dye will meet our strict quality standards, each
customer will be satisfied with our exceptional service,
and each product selection will attest to our vast
industry experience.

EXPERIENCE
Providing consistent product quality and expertise to get the job
done right.
Pylam Products Company is an 89 year-old firm that started in a little
five thousand square foot warehouse in the heart of Manhattan.
For more than eight decades Pylam has been the unseen palette
that has given just the right color to thousands and thousands of
products worldwide.
Now located in a 46 thousand square foot facility in Arizona, more
than 10,000 customers look to the Pylam staff to work closely with
them on their formulas to achieve the highest level of chemical
compatibility. Every Pylam staff member has many years of
experience working with various formulators, ensuring that the dyes
selected are appropriate and provide lasting color and functionality
in whatever the final product may be.
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QUALITY
In many cases, the dye needed to provide the
correct color for a product is not simply an
inert compound that provides hue. When
dyes are chosen incorrectly, the product base
may alter the stability of the color. Perhaps
color may be the right shade on the first day,
but completely wrong a week or a month
later due to chemical changes.
However, when you choose Pylam for
your industrial dye requirements, you get
a highly experienced color and chemical
consultant who will guide you through your
dye selection and testing. Our dyes are
formulated to a pre-set standard to ensure
product consistency. Your Pylam consultant
will help you make sure your product, with
its new color, gets to the marketplace to
accomplish the mission intended.
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PYLAM PRODUCTS
Chemical Specialties /
Household Products:

product dyes must be specially considered as
they may come in contact with sensitive parts of
the body, like the eyes, mouth or skin. With the
expertise of the Pylam staff, you can expect a
perfect and safe shade of rose or mint green.

Maintenance and cleaning products require
stable dyes in many different situations. Pylam
can supply your company with the right dye
for countertop cleaners, window cleaners, or
whatever chemical specialty your company
manufactures. We can also assure you of finding
the appropriate color that matches your specific
requirements.

Inks:

Petro Chemicals:
Product color-coding is used by many industries
so consumers can discern certain products from
others. Lubricants and oils, for example, are colorcoded for product applications. Pylam has the
knowledge and expertise to provide you with the
exact industrial dye you need.

Plastics:
Dyed plastics, such as red taillight covers on cars
or bright green holiday plastic warp, are made
possible with Pylam. We supply the right shade
of red to car companies, and we’ll provide your
company with the perfect hue for your plastic
products.

Personal Care Products:
From toothpaste to hair-color agents, Pylam can
supply a full range of color additives for all of
your personal care product needs. Personal care

Pylam provides dyes for inks – like the ones
in markers, highlighters, and ballpoint pens.
Whether you need the right shade of bottled ink
to be used with a fountain tip pen, or a just right
neon pink for your best-selling highlighter, Pylam
can direct you to the right dye everytime.

Adhesives:
Many adhesives are dyed for identification, such
as industrial glues, and some just for fun, like
colored glues for kids. Pylam dyes are used to
color all kinds of adhesives, and our experience
is used to get you the right dye the first time
around.

chemical specialties
personal care products
household products
candles
inks
adhesives
petrochemicals
plastics

Candles:
Taper, votive, container, or even floating
candles…whatever your specialty, Pylam supplies
dyes for all types that will withstand heat and
temperature changes during burning. From soft
to bright tones to the latest shade of decorative
interior candles, we’ll find just the right candle
dye in the shade you need.
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SERVICE
Pylam is committed to getting you the right dye
products when you need them, in the quantity you
need them, to wherever in the world you need them.
And, once the right dye is chosen and you’re into
the throes of sales, production and delivery, you can
count on Pylam’s experience, quality, and service to
stand behind you.
Federal Express, United Parcel Service, and the most
reliable common carriers in the business, rush Pylam
dyes to all points of the compass on a daily basis. An
order placed by mid-morning is on its way to you by
the end of the day.

Experience
Impeccable Service
Prompt Delivery
Guaranteed Product Quality
Large Inventory
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PYLAM DELIVERS
If you’re one of the tens of thousands of individuals
or companies who relies on the right dye for a
product that you manufacture or market, then you
need Pylam.
For more information about the most efficient and
effective way to color your products, call Pylam
Products at 800.645.6096, or visit our website at
www.pylamdyes.com
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Pylam:
Providing Color
To The World.

Pylam Products Company, Inc.
2175 East Cedar Street
Tempe, Arizona 85281-7431
Ph: 480.929.0070 • 800.645.6096
Fx: 480.929.0078
www.pylamdyes.com

